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Abstract

Background: Although community-based parLicipatory
research (CBPR) principles stress the importance of"equitable
partnerships' and an "empowering and power-sharing
process that attends to social inequalities," descriptions of
actual projects often focus on the challenges confronted in
academic-community partnerships. These challenges occur
in the context of economic and power inequities and the
frequently limited diversity of researchers. LeSs often does

this discourse attend to the link between the principles of
CBPR and their empowering potential for communif
members who internalize and use these principles to hold
outside partners accountable to these ideals.

Objectives: This article documents the participatory develop-

ment and implementation of a communily research wori<shop,

the comrnunity and organizational contexts, the content of
the workshop, and lessons learned. Workshop objectives
included increasing cornmunity k:rowledge of the research
process, positively impacting community members' percep-

tions and attitudes about research, and improving resbarchers'

understanding of communily krowledge, perceptions, and
experiences with research.

Is participation the same thing as emytowerment? lust
because we participate, doesn't mean we are empowered.

-Community WAC Member

J-l mbedded within this quote lies an insight into areal-

H tty that is perhaps not uncommon in the context of
LCgpn. Although CBPR principles stress the impor-

tance of "equitable partnerships" and an "empowering and

power-sharing process that attends to social inequalities,"r

descriptions of actual projects often focus on the chailenges

confronted in academic-community partnerships. These chal-

Ienges occur in the context of economic and power inequities

and the frequentlylimited diversity of researchers.2-a Less often

does this discourse attend to the link between the principles

of CBPR and their empowering potential for community

Methods: This project was conducted as a part ofthe larger
United States Department bf Agriculture, Agricuiture Research

Service (USDA ARS) Delta Nutrition trntervention Research
Initiative (Delta NIRI). The workshop was developed by a

joint academic-commuaity team in partnership with a
communi$r-based workshop advisory committee (WAC) and
implemented in three rural communities ofthe lower Missis-
sippi Delta. Development included a dry run with the WAC,
a pilot workshop, and a focus group to refine the fi.nal conient
and format.

Conclusions: Applpng participatory principles to the devel-
opment of the communify research workshop resulted in the
creation of a mutuallyacceptable workshop and co-learning
experience that empowered community members in their
involvegnent in other community research projects.
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members who internalize and use these principles to hold

outside partners accountable to these ideals.

The current public health focus on behavioral risk reduc-

tion, disease prevention, and. heaith disparities has generated

many health initiatives targeting underserved populations.

CBPR is an approach that is increasingly being promoted to

increase communityparticipation vital to the success of these

efforts.s As CBPRgains recognition in the health 6eid, funders

are increasingly demanding community engagement in all

phases of the research process.6'7 These requirements have

the potential to empower communif members-even when

CBPR is initiated by outsiders-lf community members are

aware that these requirements for their participation exist and

understand the power this gives them. Changes in knowledge,

critical awareness, and willingness to 'iask why" are practical

means to empowerment.s-rl These concepts were the focus

of this project, which was funded by the USDA ARS and

implemented within the context of an existing CBPR initiative

known as the Delta NIRI.

This article documents the participatory development and

implementation process of a community research workshop,

the context within which thj.s work was accomplished, the

workshop's content, and lessons learned. Three objectives of

the project were to increase community knowledge of the

research process, positively impact community members' per-

ceptions and attitudes about research, and improve research-

ers' understanding of communityknowledge, perception, and

experience with research.

DETTA NIRI

In 1995, Congress enacted legislation to address nutrition-

ally responsive diseases in the Lower Mississippi Delta region

of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi through nutrition

intervention research. Congress charged that the research be

communily based and that interventions be sustainable in

these communities. The ARS and a consortium of universities

established the Delta NIRI and chose CBPR as the methodol-

ogy most likely to improve the health and well-being of Delta

residents and to sustain the interventions. Formative research

documented community residents' perceptions of food,

nutrition, and health problems, how to approach solutions,

and how to get "buy in" from communities to participate in

research.12-la A series of meetings with key informants, com-

munity members, and health and poiiticai leaders led to the

selection of three research sires; Marvell, Arkansas; Hoilandale,

Mississippi; and Franklin Parish, Louisiana. In 2003, Iocal

Delta NIRI research groups, composed of comrnunity and

academic partners, were formed. These groups developed

organizational structures, and planned and implemented

nutrition interventions, including the following.

Marvell

The Will Try Program encourages children to try new

fruits and vegetables. The Boys Girls Adults Community

Development Center Summer Day Camp increases physi-

cal activity and builds self-esteem through noncompetitive

activities. The Walking Club sets daily and weekly goals to

encourage physical activity. Monthly, a healthy breakfast is

served where attendees receive a nutrition lesson; an existing

walking trail was refurbished to provide a place to walk. These

interventions are increasing exercise and providing social and

emotional support for those who are changing behaviors.

Hollandale

The Walking Interventionrs teaches ad.ults r';raintenance of

good health by eating and exercise. The Schooi Kids Access to

Treats to Eat (SKATE) provides elementary students with fresh

fruits, vegetables, and nutrition lessons. The Soccer Program,

now incorporated into the public school, gives students the

oppodunity to learn the game, compete in championships,

exercise, and obtain nutritional food information.

Franklin Parish

People United to Sustain Health is a faith-based program

that ofers nutrition classes and cooking dernonstrations

designed to increase fruit and vegetabie consumption and

exercise among adults. fhe Children and Nutrition study

provided in-class iessons to fourth-grade students on how

to increase fruit and vegetable intake and exercise. Similariy,

Camp SHINE (Sharing Healthy, Innovative Nutrition
Experiences) provided fourth and fi.fth graders with fun,

interactive lessons on how to adopt healthy lifestyles during

their summer break, Figure 1 shows the Delta NIRI region and

Lsts characteristics of the research partnering communities.
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Figure 1. Delta NlRl Region (light shading) and Target (ounties/Parishes (dark shading) in Arkansas, Louisiana, and

Mississippi, With lnitial Partners and CountyiParish Characteristics (inset table),
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Origins of the Workshop Project

In 2005, a Delta NiRI academic partner perceived the need

for Delta NIRI community partners to learn more about the

research process and research ethics. This idea was discussed

among NIRI partners, who agreed such training would be

beneficial. The University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

(UAMS) College of Public Health Office of Community-Based

Public Health (O-CBPH) was asked to develop a community

research workshop with NIRI partners. An O-CBPH workshop

team (Stewart, Colley, and Felix) was formed. The O-CBPH

maintains partnerships with several Arkansas community-

based organizations (CBOs) to serve as modei programs for

CBPH and CBPR. Anna Huff, the executive director of the

Mid-Delta Community Consortium, a nonprofit, CBO, was

added as a paid member to the workshop team to provide a

communif perspective.

METHODS

Process of Workshop Development

In keeping with the community-based focus of the Delta

NIRi, the community research workshop was developed using

a participatory approach. The team met with the three local

NIRI research groups to discuss their interest in a communif

researchworkshop. Once each community's interestwas con-

firmed, a subcommittee from each of the NIRI research groups

was formed to serve as a WAC for the workshop team, The

workshop team met with the three WACs in 13 face-to-face

meetings and 7 conference calls, and communicated regularly

through e-mail.

The (ommunity's Role

Because of its geographic proximify and past working

relationship with workshop tearn members, the Marvell WAC

served as the principle comrnunity partner with the workshop

team during development. Initial discussions focused on the

workshop's usefulness and content areas ofgreatest interest.

Marvell WAC shared their thoughts on communily participa-

tion and empowerment, and how these concepts manifest in

their interactions with researchers, all of which informed the

6nai workshop content. The Marvell WAC advised on work-

shop objectives, content, format, length, attended a dry run

of the workshop, and gave feedback for improvements. They

also approved a presentation abstract about the workshop for

a nationai conference.

Workshop Iontent

The identified workshop content areas focused on CBPR,

the history and ethics ofresearch, Institutional Review Board.s

(IRBs), and IRB reviewprocesses. With this list of content areas,

Colley reviewed the literature, gathered unpubiished examples

of curricula related to these topics, and contacted others who

carried out similar trainings. A critical source for the finai work-

shop curricuium was Family Health international's Research

Ethics Training Curriculum for Community Representatives,t6

After compiling these sources, Colley developed two draft

workshop outlines, one with multiple interactive actlvities

and the other with traditional lecture presentations.

Workshop Dry Run

The Marsell WAC made several suggestions for improv-

ing the workshop content and process after participating in a

dry run of the interactive version of the workshop, including

simplifring the language used to describe technical concepts,

adding more graphics to presentation slides, glving partici-

pants small gifts and completion cerlificates, and holding the

workshop in a neutral location where communif members

would feel comfortable gathering. They also suggested giving

participants a glossary of common research terms, research eth-

ics guideiines, a sample consent form, and an Internet research

resources 1ist. The workshop's finai content was organized into

two modules, each with three sections (Table i).

Workshop Pilot

After these revisions, an 8-hour, 1-day workshop was

piloted in Marvell, with fie Marvell WAC assisting in work-

shop scheduling and participant recruitment. The pilot was

attended by 28 community members, the majorif of whom

had been invoLved in the Marveil NIRI. Many participants

expressed in a pre-workshop survey (completed by 28 1100%]

workshop participants) that they attended the workshop to

improve their knowledge of health research and believed the

workshop would build their capacity and skills. A few said they

participated because they felt it was their duty as community

members to be involved.
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In a post-workshop survey (completed by 26 [93%] work-

shop participants), participants said the content was appropri-

ate and that \a'hat they learned rvould be "most useful," but

they wanted additional information on how to participate

as research partners and/or research subjects in community

research projects. Suggestions for improvement includ.ed

increasing the use of graphics in the presentation slides and

holding the workshop in a place that was less busy. Overall, the

responses were very positive and indicated participants would

recommend the workshop to other community members.

Focus Group Discussion Methods

Two months after the pilot workshop, l2 participants

were recruited by the Marvell WAC community members

to participate in a focus group facilitated by Colley. A ques-

tion guide was used to obtain feedback on the following: the

workshop content, interictive activities, and what information

was most helpful and least helpful to participants. Participants

were also asked to give suggestions about how to improve the

workshop overal-l.

RE5ULTs

Findings From Focus Group Discussion

Two key themes emerging from the focus group discus-

sion included the appropriateness of the workshop content

and structure, and empowerment.

Workshop Content and Structure. Most participants agreed

the workshop topics were important and relevant to some of

their experiences working in a research project. Some com-

mented the workshop was "too long," with one commenting

the length was not good for older persons. A couple ofthe
participants suggested that the workshop be conducted in rwo

shorter days instead of one long one.

Content
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Empowermenr. Neariy all the participants said they gained

more tools to ask questions l+hen called on the phone about

participating in a survey; by knowing more about research,

theylessened their chances of being "a guinea pig." One person

stated, "People have rights about how you collect and gather

information-researchers are in and out of the community."

The workshop provided information that participants equated

to knowing their rights as citizens; "rights that everyone

doesn't know,".as one participant stated.

Focus group participants were continually challenged by

a few members to realiy think about what CBPR means, to

take advantage ofwhat was presented at the workshop, and

to "truly become partners and build krowledge." One partici-

pant suggested that, to improve the community, rbsearchers

working within the community need to be challenged. This

discussion led to participants reflecting on their past and pres-

ent experiences with research projects. They openly discussed

positive and negative reactions to these present experiences.

Final Revisions and lmplementation

Changes made to the workshop after the Marvell pilot

and focus group discussion included the addition of small

group exercises, use of examples from local NIRI studies

the participants r,'/ere familiar with, and shortening the time

participants haci to attend by splitting the workshop into two

separate sessions.

The fina1 workshop is organized into two "stand-alone"

modules that can be delivered jointly or individualiy, with

Ivlodule I requiring 3 hours and Module II requiring 5 hours

to complete. See Tabie I for module content and Appendix A

for the ful workshop guide. The format includes traditional

lectures using presentation slides, discussion prompts, and a

limited number of interactive exercises.

This revised version was used in both Hollandale and

Franklin Parish, u'here the locai WACs recommended that the

two modules be offered on separate evenings to accommodate

communify members' schedules and to increase participa-

tion. These WACs also assisted with logistics and recruitment.

Table 2 describes workshop participant demographics.

Drs(tJ55t0N

(hallenges and Lessons Learned

A major challenge in this project was balancing desi.res for

the workshop to be content rich, participatory, and interactive,

with the communities'requests to limit the workshop's length,

This tension was highlighted by WAC mernbers during work-

shop development. For example, during the dry run, role plays,

(h a ra ct e risti <s Marvell Pilot Franklin Parish

Age (yrs)

18-29

30-50

>51

Gender

Iemale

Male

Race/ethnicity

African American

Caucasian

!ducation level

High school or less

High school diploma/GED

College or more

80k

200k

7204

(n = 25)

9504

40

\n = lr)
8870

I2o/o

(n = 2s)

4o/o

!60/o

8070

(n = ly)

5o/o

37%o

5870

(n = 19)

95Vo

5o/o

(n = 18)

100%

(n = 18)

I60/o

28o/o

56Yo

(7a = IlJ

9Vo

450,4

450/o

(fl = llJ

9lo/o

9Vo

(n = 11)

82Vo

i87o

(r1 = 1 .1.)

faY.

82o/o

(n = 55)

7o/o

3|o/a

620k

tn = )5)

95o/o

5o/o

(n = 5a)

9lo/

9o/o

/ "/a

2Ao/o

aa o/-

Note. Demographics only available for those completing an evaluation form
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storitellingr interactive bxercises, and small group activities

were used to increase participant engagement. However, these

time-intensive methods did not allow the communiry-desired

content to be included in a 1-dayperiod. As a result, traditional

Iectures using presentation slides, discussion prompts, and a

limited number of interactive exercises were used in the pilot.

Participation Ln workshop discussions was fairly good and over-

all feedback was very positiveralthough several respondents

felt the workshop was too long and required too rnuch sitting.

Subsequent workshops were delivered in two sessions on sepa-

rate evenings with small group exercises and local examples.

This format seemed to be more amenable to the participants'

needs and resulted in fewer complaints about length.

Several factors, including the participatory approach used

in developing the workshop and the relationship between

the facilitators and workshop participants, were keys to

the success of the project. WAC members provided critical

input and continued to be engaged in the project throughout

development, implementalion, and in dissemination (some

are co-authors on this paper).

Workshop participants were primarily African American.

AIl three workshops were conducted primarily by Colley, a

mature African-American woman with years of experience

working in rural, grassroots, predominately African-American

communities, communities similar to the three involved with

this project. Coiley also had primary responsibility for com-

munications between the workshop team and the community

partners, allowing her to establish a good raPPort with the

communities before the workshops' One participant stated

that she was "pioud" that an African American was leading

the ra'orkshop and this made a difference in her attending the

workshop. These factors are believed to have contributed to

the extent to which participants showed interest in the topics

and engaged in workshop discussions.

Development of this workshop was accompanied by

interesting discussions regarding empowerment, According

to anecdotes from community members who co-authored

this paper, the workshop and the focus group stimulated

discussions among Marveil community members about h.ow

to ensure ail community_partners'voices a::e heard when

NIRI decisions are being made. This dialogue resulted in the

community's decision to meet separatelybefore the fuil NIRI

research group meetings attended by academics and agency

partners to allow them to discuss things more freely, hear

all voices, develop community consensus, and speak with a

united voice. Other benefi.ts have included their decision to

revitalize plans for aschool-based parenting group and for a

self-education effort to increase community understanding

of the terminoiogy and implications of CBPR.

Likewise, in Hollandale and Franklin Parish, the workshops

generated discussions about additional research issues ofcom-

munity interest to pursue through future CBPR activities.

(O N(LU S ION

The field of publ1c health is increasingly acknou'ledging

the importance of communityparticipation in developing and

implementing research to change health behaviors, prevent

diseases, and reduce health disparities. Community mem-

bers involved in CBPR projects have expressed an interest in

' gaining more knowledge about CBPR, the research process,

,ahd research ethics. Applying participatory principles to the

development of the communif research workshop resulted

in the creation of a mutualiy acceptable workshop and co-

learning experience that empowered community members in

their involvement in other community research Projects.

Stewart et al. Development and Implementation of a Community Research Workshop
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